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POLY-STR

HANS

The best in trays
Leading tray specially designed
for institutions requiring heavy usage
from their trays.
Extremely strong, attractive tray.
Available in many sizes and colors.
The Poly-Str Platex is so strong it is
guaranteed unbreakable for 10 years.
The Hans is the first polyester tray
with integrated handles. With its original
shape and down-turned rims, the new
PLATEX Poly-Str tray combines a unique
design based on traditional trays used by
the general public with recognized quality.
The HANS tray is particularly well-suited
to cafeterias looking for an original, esthetic
tray that is comfortable for users.
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w High density polyester fiberglass tray with continuous braiding.
Reinforced and coloured within the material.
w Guaranteed unbreakable 10 years.
w Self-service tray NF label (Afnor T54-801).
w ISO 178 (bending resistance), ISO 179 (resistance to impacts).
w Exclusive system of “3 in 1” drying lugs, the reinforcements in the corners serve both
as stacking guides and drying lugs
w Unbreakable reinforced rim.
w Suitable for food contact.
w Perfectly flat, dirt-resistant base.
w Guaranteed dishwasher-safe.

THE FIRST POLYESTER TRAY WITH INTEGRATED HANDLES

MADE
IN
FRANCE

D E C O R AT I O N

Off white

White

Pink granite

Sapphire granite

Amber granite

Emerald granite

Cobalt

Gray granite

Ruby granite

Salmon granite

Blue granite

Personalized
from 100 items

SIZES

TECHNIQUE

Rectangular
46.00 x 36.00 Hans
41.50 x 30.50 Hans
Standard
53.00 x 32.50 Hans
32.50 x 26.50 Hans

Down-turned
rims

Integrated handles
Wide and very ergonomic
for extremely comfortable
use.

Perfect stacking

Invisible drying lugs
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Down-turned rims
The side is turned down
to improve the appearance.

